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//  MASAMI

In today's environment, consumers are looking for companies to step in to fill 
the void left by the government and larger institutions. Brands and Business 
Leaders - from large organizations to small ones - are facing growing 
pressure from consumers to take action. At a time when the media focuses 
on what divides us, we can proactively choose a different path.

Brands and consumers can and are making significant strides towards 
positive change. MASAMI is a values-driven brand that embodies this 
philosophy.

In this 2023 inaugural Social Impact report, we bring you research and 
analytics previously only available to large corporations. The brands we work 
with are setting the standard for using business as a force for good.

 - Larry (Helm ESG) and Bri (buyVerde)

Introduction
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Founder's Message

Our philosophy: 
Premium haircare 

that's good for 
you and the 
environment

MASAMI makes clean premium haircare 
products that are good for you and good 
for the environment. We believe that when 
we take from the earth, we should 
replenish. Sustainability is a journey and 
every step to improve is a step forward.

2022 was a tough year– we were dealing 
with breast cancer and trying to grow our 
business. But it was also a great year. We 
focused on our priorities, on meaningful 
connections and we launched the 
Conscious Beauty Collective, a group of 
30+ indie beauty and wellness brands.

- Lynn Power, Co-Founder + CEO
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MASAMI Values Profile

Market Impact Themes
We have selected the top 3 market themes deemed most important by consumers 
when purchasing a product, based on hundreds of thousands of data points from Helm 
ESG research. We want to say thank you to our loyal customers for supporting these 
values with your MASAMI purchases.

MASAMI's Values Profile shows what our brand stands for at a glance. In 2022 we 
joined buyVerde, a platform dedicated to matching consumers with brands that 
share their values. Our values and certifications have been vetted by buyVerde's 
Standards Board to ensure transparency and prevent greenwashing.

Ensure ethical supply chain standards, including no animal testing. Use cleaner, 
more efficient production process (carbon neutral, alternative energy).

01.  Ethical Production

02.  Responsible Packaging
Package products with non-toxic materials. Packaging is fully recyclable, 
reusable, or compostable. 

03.  Planet Friendly
Natural resource conservation through Improvement in operations, product 
design, and sustainable sourcing. Contribute to biodiversity through habitat 
enhancement, education, and research. Reduce waste production and limit 
waste to landfill.
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Contact
MASAMI Lynn Power, Co-Founder + CEO

lynn@lovemasami.com

Bri, CEO and Founder

briana@buyverde.com

Larry, CEO and Founder

LawrenceSchack@HelmESG.com

MASAMI Values

buyVerde

Helm

Responsible Packaging Planet FriendlyEthical Production

We are committed to
sustainable manufacturing
and remain Green Business

Bureau Certified.  

We work with a local,
family-owned Japanese
seaweed company that

ethically and sustainably
farms our hero ingredient,

Mekabu.

We focused on launching our
sustainable refill pouches,

which eliminate plastic.
 

We offset our carbon and
plastic footprint through

Impact Collective.

Masami supports other brands that share our values.  We launched
the Conscious Beauty Collective community in 2022, made up of

mission-driven indie beauty and wellness brands.  CBC launched its
first retail pop-up store in San Francisco and will be in Riverside,

California in 2023. 

We are continuing to focus on educating consumers about conscious
beauty and will be doing more events, content and programs to
further this goal. We give a portion of our proceeds to help fund ocean
education and research.

Conscious beauty education

2023 Commitment


